Profiling vocabulary in psychology journal abstracts: A comparison between Iranian and Anglo-American journals
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ABSTRACT

Lexical profiling has yielded fruitful results for language description and pedagogy (Liu, 2014), and particularly highlighted the significance of academic vocabulary for EFL learners in this process. This investigation, likewise, attempts to comparatively profile the vocabulary, more particularly the academic vocabulary, in the ‘abstract’ section of scholarly articles in Iranian and Anglo-American refereed journals in psychology. Iranian journals under study publish articles in Persian but also include an English abstract whereas the latter publish papers in English. For this purpose, a corpus (consisting of 307,126 words), with two sub-corpora of almost similar size and characteristics, was collected from Iranian and Anglo-American journals and analyzed through the software Range. The analyses conducted show a coverage of over 15 percent and the use of over 500 words of the Academic Word List (AWL) in both Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora. However, there are variations in academic and nonacademic vocabulary use in abstracts across the two sub-corpora above. Most of the academic words used belong to the beginning AWL sub-lists. Pedagogical implications are made for reading and writing, particularly in EAP contexts.
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Introduction

The Academic Word List (AWL), developed and validated by Coxhead (2000), has received much attention since its appearance. The list includes 570 word families from a corpus of 3.3 million words from a range of academic disciplines and genres, selected based on the three criteria of frequency, range, and specialized occurrence. Each word family includes head-words plus their inflections and derivations (3,107 words altogether). For instance, the head-word ‘access’ contains the following inflected and derived members: accessed, accesses, accessibility, accessible, accessing, inaccessible. The AWL is divided into 10 sub-lists, each with 60 word families, except the last sub-list that has 30 families.

An academic word assumes functions in academic writing (Hirsh, 2010) which a general word cannot. It occurs across different texts and genres, belongs to the academic world and discourse, and covers about 10% of any academic text (Coxhead, 2012).

As Liu (2014) states, the findings of corpus linguistics, more particularly the dimension of profiling vocabulary within this field of study, have produced interesting results as well as options for linguists to describe language and for practitioners or language teachers to teach language efficiently. The many studies conducted on the profiling of academic vocabulary across different genres and in different disciplines conclude that this limited list of vocabulary accounts for a noticeable coverage in academic texts (e.g. Chen & Ge, 2007; Li & Qian, 2010; Vongpumivitch, Huang, & Chang, 2009), and thus a good return for learning. Yet, the review of the related literature reveals that profiling (academic) vocabulary has rarely been approached by the researchers from a comparative perspective thus far. Below, we will survey the literature on the role of the academic vocabulary, in general, and their frequency in the corpora compiled by other researchers in particular, especially with reference to AWL (Coxhead, 2000).

Review of the Related Literature

Some studies concern the significance and/or acquisition of academic vocabulary for EAP/ESP purposes. Coxhead (2012) indicates the importance of academic vocabulary in the life of a university student, showing that writers at university level are aware of the importance of vocabulary and the audience of their writing with specific expectations of their lexical choices.

With approximately 1,016,000 words across different disciplines, Thurstun and Candlin (1998) investigated, among other things, the rhetorical functions realized by academic words across a variety of academic texts. Their findings suggest that “the words chosen [i.e., unknown words introduced to the students and worked on through concordancing in the study] are those that the students need as basic tools for academic writing” (p. 277). In addition, Anderson and Freebody (1981) recognize the link between reading comprehension and vocabulary growth, and report that the students in their classes most often identified academic words as the unknown words in academic texts. Evans and Green (2007) studied the language problems that Cantonese-speaking students encountered at Hong Kong’s largest English-medium university. These investigators find, among other obstacles, that students generally had inadequate receptive and productive vocabularies. Also, Baker (1988) argues that academic words have a significant role in structuring the writer’s argument. Thus, their learning is essential to successful interpretation of the writer’s intentions. Meanwhile, other investigations consider academic vocabulary as the most difficult part of academic writing in English for the students to acquire (Li & Pemberton, 1994, cited in Chen & Ge, 2007; Santos, 2002; Shaw, 1991).
Another group of researchers have attempted to determine the frequency and text coverage of academic vocabulary or even tried to develop their own lists of academic words. For instance, Mudraya (2006) collected a corpus with 2,000,000 running words from compulsory textbooks offered to 13 engineering disciplines and established her own academic word list, containing 1,200 word families. She found that some verbs, e.g. assume, define, illustrate, indicate, occur, require, and sketch occurred very frequently in the corpus, as similarly as they did in Coxhead’s (2000) AWL. She argues for more attention to academic vocabulary for ESP students.

With a corpus of 190,425 words out of 50 English medical research articles and a self-designed computer program, Chen and Ge (2007) reported a 10.073% coverage by the AWL. The AWL word families in the five separate sections of a medical research (i.e. their corpus) distributed in the following proportions: abstract (11.185), introduction (10.258), materials and methods (9.713), results (9.283), and discussion (10,861). The proportion in the Abstract was the highest. They also found that 292 (51.2%) word families, out of the 570 items in the AWL, had a frequent use in English medical research articles and that the academic words used had a disperse distribution throughout a whole medical research article. The researchers demonstrate “that academic words are indeed a set of important word items” in medical research articles (p. 513). They argue, however, that AWL does not completely represent the frequent academic words in medical research articles and that academic words have several rhetorical functions to perform in academic texts, especially in medical research articles, as in their study.

As a follow-up to Chen and Ge (2007) who suggest a medical academic word list and inspired by the AWL (Coxhead, 2000), Wang, Liang, and Ge (2008) developed a Medical Academic Word List based on a corpus-based study of medical research articles (i.e., 1,093,011 tokens) across different sub-disciplines in medical science. The list included 623 word families accounting for 12.24% of the running words used in the articles investigated.

Hyland and Tse (2007) studied the frequency, range, preferred meanings and forms, and patterns of collocation in the AWL items. They compiled a corpus from a collection of academic disciplines and genres, including 3.3 million running words. The analyses depicted that the AWL accounted for “an impressive 10.6% of the words in the corpus”. The researchers identified “items as frequent if they occurred above the mean for all AWL items in the corpus” (p. 240). With this approach, these researchers could regard only 192 word families, roughly one third of the items, in the AWL as frequent. Despite the text coverage of 10.6% of the AWL in their corpus, the individual words in the list perform differently across disciplines in terms of frequency, range, meaning, and collocation. This implies that Hyland and Tse might not have regarded the AWL as general. For them, the list “offers a useful characterization of register-level vocabulary choices” (p. 250) to examine specific practices within their own fields.

With a corpus (i.e. around 6.3 million words out of 25 text types) of financial services industry in Hong Kong and using the software RANGE, Li and Qian (2010) found that the AWL covered 10.46% of the corpus. Also, there was variation in the AWL across the text types, suggesting that the proportion of technical words in the text types was different. However, a strange and interesting result reported by the researchers is that the top 10 AWL “word families achieve a cumulative coverage of 22.03% in the corpus” (p. 405). The total coverage of 10.46% as reported above does not correspond with the cumulative coverage of 22.03% by the top 10 word families.

Motivated by the odd coverage of 22.03% in the financial corpus analyzed by Li and Qian (2010), Neufeld, Hancioğlu, and Eldridge (2011) examined their data, illustrating the erroneous output in profiling vocabulary and the hurdles in using the AWL list in filtering academic vocabulary. They considered how RANGE processed non-ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) characters. They ‘cleaned’ the Li and Qian’s corpus of 6.3 million words to 5,754,441
to the first 20,000 word families of the British National Corpus. The results showed that the AWL accounted for 11.6% of the coverage in the financial corpus. They showed “the same list of ten words that Li and Qian had identified, but their percentage coverage was miscalculated (roughly by a factor of 10) partly as a result of the fault in text conversion and processing using RANGE’’ (p. 534).

To criticize the usefulness of a general academic vocabulary, Martínez, Beck, and Panza (2009) attempted a corpus-based study of agriculture research articles to detect the words in the AWL in their corpus in line with Hyland and Tse (2007) and their criterion. Their analysis provided a restricted list of 92 words, giving 9.06% text coverage. They further found through qualitative analysis that some words in the list had genre-specific meanings and behaviors. Some words of the AWL had technical meaning and many general words had academic meaning in their corpus. For instance, research and outcome occurred 235 and 10 times, respectively in their corpus whereas the words study/studies and results from the General Service List (GSL) (West, 1953) occurred 1539 and 1270 times, respectively. GSL comprises the 2,000 most widely and frequently used words of English language, including function words.

Vongpumivitch et al. (2009) explored the use of the AWL words in 200 applied linguistics articles, published in five scholarly journals: Applied Linguistics, Language Learning, Second Language Research, TESOL Quarterly, and The Modern Language Journal. The AWL accounted for 11.17% of the running words in their corpus (1.5 million words). Based on Coxhead’s (2000) criteria of frequency and range in word selection, 475 word forms in the AWL appeared more than 50 times in their corpus and not less than five times in the five journals under study. Furthermore, they detected 128 non-AWL word forms in the corpus as such. The latter group contained specialized terms on language education as well as research methodology, plus the countries and languages mostly involved in the studies.

Hancioglu (2009) contrasted the lexical profile of 100 abstracts produced by post-graduate EFL students with a group of 100 abstracts that were produced by ‘expert’ post-graduates who spoke English as a native or second language. ‘Novice’ or non-native writers used around 3,500 words effectively, whereas the native speakers of English used 2,000 more words. The non-native data exhibited extensive use of higher frequency vocabulary, a tendency to repeat similar items. Non-natives were unable to use appropriate collocations as well as lexicogrammatical patterns. The non-natives relied on fewer lexical items in expressing the same concepts than the native speakers of English did. Thus, 95% of the writing produced by non-natives consisted of only 2,000 words in an academic context. Hancioglu argues that non-natives have to learn more words in terms of breadth and depth, especially academic words, to perform as native speakers of English do.

Cobb and Horst (2004) attempted to identify a French list resembling the AWL, built lists of the 2,000 most frequent word families in French into Vocabprofil, a program for profiling lexical frequency online, and tested their coverage potential. They analyzed newspapers, popular expository texts, and medical texts, and detected distinct and consistent profiles for these French texts. The researchers then compared parallel texts in French and English. They showed that the 2,000 most frequent word families in French approximately provided an 85% coverage, only achievable with the 2,000 most frequent English words and the 570 words in the AWL. The researchers tentatively conclude that in French there is no need for an extra list, similar to AWL, to facilitate academic text comprehension as in English. Apparently, the 2,000 most frequent words serve both every day as well as academic purposes.

The studies reviewed above indicate how significantly the AWL contributes to the coverage of the texts considered. Though the list only accounts for an average of 10 percent, the coverage is quite
indispensable, due to the role of academic vocabulary in academic discourse. The survey also reveals that most of the corpora compiled and analyzed emerge from published, peer-reviewed, and scholarly sources. An exception is Hancioglu (2009) that contrasts native and non-native abstract writings, which are not refereed and published either. However, Hancioglu focuses primarily on vocabulary in general, but not on academic vocabulary. Furthermore, the survey above points out the scarcity of research on any comparison of lexical profiling between refereed non-Anglo-American and Anglo-American academic texts, for instance the profile of vocabulary across Iranian and Anglo-American research outlets, particularly on displaying the performance of academic vocabulary in the two channels of appearance of academic writing.

Given the points above, a suitable potential for such a comparative investigation in academic writing is the abstract of a scientific journal article. An efficient abstract includes five essential things or elements: (a) a background statement, (b) purpose of the study, (c) data source (participants or materials), (d) methods for data collection and analysis, (e) general results, and (f) conclusions and related implications (Perry, 2011). Academic vocabulary has a large contribution to materializing these five essential elements in the abstract. Along with a cluster of linguistic features (lexico-grammatical features), academic words can perform a number of functions in structuring the argument as well as the components of research articles, as some researchers (Baker, 1988; Hirsh, 2010; Thurstun & Candlin, 1998) indicate. Thus, the abstract somehow summarizes the contents of any manuscript and, to some extent, benefits from the functions performed by academic vocabulary.

Note that scientific rigor, soundness, and research originality, as well as scientific writing, contribute to a paper’s publication. Scientific writing is both a question of language and of discourse (e.g. argumentation). Yet, comparing Iranian and Anglo-American journals might also reveal some facts about differences in vocabulary use, in general, and the behavior of academic words, in particular, across the two outlets that could not be detected otherwise. Also, the comparison might help discover key words in the corpora that would possibly differentiate one corpus from the other. We selected the genre of journal articles because, as Baker (1988) observes, “Scientific journal articles in general are among the obvious examples of the role of English as an international language” (p. 93). These journal articles are written and read by an increasingly large number of native and non-native speakers of English. Besides, due to the variety of topics in journal articles, the abstracts, if collected in large numbers, provide a more suitable corpus on one section of the article. A corpus with such a variety, in turn, enables researchers to explore the academic vocabulary, or even to create a more extensive and less controversial list of academic words.

**Purpose of the Study**

Anglo-American journals are more referred to and cited, and thus are more visible, than Iranian ones. For instance, there is more tendency among Iranian researchers in the field of applied linguistics to cite papers in Anglo-American journals than those published in Iran. A comparison of the citations by Iranians of the first author’s papers and those of his colleagues in other universities (on the publication date) in Google Scholar provide evidence to this phenomenon.

The intention of this investigation, therefore, is to detect any possible similarities and differences that might exist in lexical profiling, especially profiling the academic words, in the abstract section of Iranian and Anglo-American research outlets. Due to the fact that the abstract section of any research publication, after the title, might (de)motivate readers to read or not to read the remainder of the document (APA, 2009), the current research will focus on the abstract section of journal
articles. Normally, the searching readers evaluate the suitability of the papers to their interest through considering the title and abstract.

Note that this study will be limited to Iranian and Anglo-American journal abstracts in psychology. The reason for focusing on the discipline of psychology is that, as the review of the literature in this area shows, the studies in vocabulary research, conducted up until now, have not dealt with any lexical profiling on psychology separately. There is no previous study that identifies a particular academic word list in the field of psychology, and neither is there a study that compiles such a specific word list in English for Iranian learners. Also, a search in Google Scholar testifies to this scarcity.

Consequently, the current research is novel since there is no study on comparing academic writings in terms of (non)academic words, especially in a very specific area, supervised and published nationally by Iranian psychology experts in an EFL context with those supervised and/or produced in Anglo-American journals by native speakers of English. More particularly, the current study attempts to answer the following research questions (RQs):

RQ 1: Based on the comparison of lexical profiles, do the abstracts of journal articles in psychology, published in Iranian and Anglo-American journals, differ from one another?

RQ 2: Do AWL word forms provide the same lexical coverage in article abstracts in psychology across Iranian and Anglo-American journals?

Method

The Corpora

We selected to study the Abstract, considering the following issues: Firstly, to alleviate any bias existing in word counts mainly based on longer texts (Coxhead, 2000), we used short texts. Secondly, longer texts might be more related to one topic (Coxhead, 2000), whereas short texts allow more variety in terms of topic. For instance, a corpus of 6,000 words, on average, might equal the vocabulary of one article with only one topic but almost that of 30 abstracts with 30 different topics in the same field. Consequently, the words in these two corpora might differ from one another. Thirdly, corpus collected from numerous different authors will contribute to a more balanced and unbiased type of academic vocabulary list. Fourthly, each of the seven subject areas within each of the four sub-corpora (i.e., arts, commerce, law, and science, compiled by Coxhead (2000)), included approximately 125,000 running words. This might indicate that a similar corpus size on the abstracts for a given specific subject might prove sufficient for analyzing the frequency coverage of the AWL. More importantly, Chen and Ge (2007) had a corpus of 190,425 words from 50 medical articles for all the components of an article. Furthermore, comparing a sub-sample with the full version of a sub-corpus under study, Adolphs and Schmitt (2004) found that there is “no obvious relationship between corpus size and the magnitude of lexical coverage” (p. 47). Given the specificity of our corpus, this suggests that corpus size does not have a great effect on lexical coverage in our case.

The articles were differentiated on the basis of whether they are produced and supervised nationally by Iranians from those written and/or supervised internationally in line with Wood’s (2001) criteria; the authors’ names should be names native to the country concerned and also be affiliated with an institution in their respective countries. Furthermore, the editors or editorial members of Iranian journals under study are all Iranians. However, Anglo-American journals are internationally run and supervised by editorial members from English-speaking countries or edited by native speakers.
of English. That is, the English used in the Anglo-American journals under study is supervised and edited by a team of well-recognized and important scholars, including native speakers of English, whereas Iranian journals under study are run by only a team of Iranian scholars. Moreover, the articles should be reviewed by Iranian or international/English-speaking referees. Note that the papers in Iranian journals are only reviewed by Iranian reviewers, but not English-speaking reviewers, as confirmed by the editors of the journals under study.

Compilation of the Psychological Abstracts Corpus

The Psychological Abstracts Corpus (hereafter PAC) was specially compiled for the study. The study focused only on the final published version of the abstracts in Iranian and Anglo-American journals, and not the versions before publication. Therefore, PAC consisted of a large number of the abstracts published in 11 journals in the field of psychology; six Iranian journals and five Anglo-American journals that were randomly selected for the corpus out of a group of the outlets suggested by two specialists in the field. Both specialists served as the faculty members of the University of Qom and had a PhD in psychology, one from the University of Tehran and the other from the University of Isfahan. The first had around 12 years whereas the second had about eight years of teaching experience at the university at BA and MA levels. They had published in Iranian and international journals, and served as the reviewers for prestigious journals. Thus, they had sufficient information about the outlets in their fields.

The previous issues of some Iranian journals are not online, and thus not available for analysis. Therefore, it was decided to have six Iranian journals to compile almost the same amount of the corpus as that of the corpus from the five Anglo-American journals. Only empirical studies were included since they contain abstracts.

The freely available abstracts were compiled by the second author from the internet so as to obtain the PAC corpus. The titles and keywords, adjacent to the abstracts, were excluded from the analysis for the words in both titles and keywords also appear in the abstracts due to the importance of the issues discussed in the articles.

It is compulsory to provide an English abstract along with a Persian one for the articles published in Persian in Iran. Iranian data included lots of spelling mistakes, due to low English proficiency of the authors or translators or typists, which were corrected before analysis, in line with Vongpumivitch et al. (2009) and Wang et al. (2008). Proper names of people and places as well as acronyms, in the two corpora, were also put in a file to be used as a stop list within the software RANGE, and thus excluded from the analyses. The final PAC corpus has approximately 307,126 words and consists of the following sub-corpora:

Iranian Journals

The corpus for Iranian Journals came from Scientific Information Database (http://www.sid.ir/En/index.asp). Unlike Anglo-American journals, some issues or volumes did not exist online in the database above. Also, the journals were not consistent in the number of issues per volume or year. Table 1 displays an overview of the number of volumes and issues considered, and of words from each Iranian journal:

- Journal of Psychology (JP)
- Journal of Psychology (Tabriz University) (JPTU)
- Iranian Journal of Psychiatry and Clinical Psychology (IJPCP)
- Developmental Psychology (Journal of Iranian Psychologists) (JIP)
- Journal of Psychology and Education (JPE)
- Studies in Education and Psychology (SEP)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iranian Journals</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>No. of volumes</th>
<th>No. of issues</th>
<th>No. of words before using stop list</th>
<th>No. of words after using stop list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IJPCP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>46,866</td>
<td>44,830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17,707</td>
<td>16,662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19,090</td>
<td>18,437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26,632</td>
<td>25,902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPTU</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22,981</td>
<td>22,190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23,831</td>
<td>23,088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>157,107</td>
<td>151,109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anglo-American Journals

The data were taken from ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.com). Table 2 shows volume and issue numbers considered, and the number of words each Anglo-American journal provides to the final PAC corpus:

- Acta Psychologica (AP)
- Contemporary Educational Psychology (CEP)
- Journal of Applied Developmental Psychology (JADP)
- Journal of Experimental Social Psychology (JESP) New Ideas in Psychology (NIP)
- An International Journal of Innovative Theory in Psychology

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anglo-American Journals</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>No. of volumes</th>
<th>No. of issues per vol.</th>
<th>No. of words before using stop list</th>
<th>No. of words after using stop list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEP</td>
<td>5 (Vols. 33/2008 – 37/2012)</td>
<td>20 (Issues 1 – 4)</td>
<td>23,052</td>
<td>22,688</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADP</td>
<td>3 (Vols. 31/2010 – 33/2012)</td>
<td>18 (Issues 1 – 6)</td>
<td>17,355</td>
<td>17,036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIP</td>
<td>6 (Vols. 25/2006 – 30/2012)</td>
<td>18 (Issues 1 – 3)</td>
<td>22,853</td>
<td>22,517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>156,267</td>
<td>154,017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Analysis

To analyze the corpus, the software RANGE (Heatley, Nation, & Coxhead, 2002) was used. The analysis adopted word family as the unit of consideration. ‘Word form’ is defined as any string of letters, bounded by space (Sinclair, 1991). For instance, create, creation, creatively, creator(s), and created are separate word forms, belonging to the same word family.

The software RANGE is utilized to compare the vocabulary profile of up to 32 different texts concurrently, based on the following four levels: Level one and two include the 2,000 most frequent words in GSL (West, 1953), level three contains the 570 frequent academic words (Coxhead, 2000), and level four consists of the words, not found in the levels above.

For each word, RANGE gives a figure or a number: (1) of the texts the word appears in (range), (2) of the times the actual headword type occurs in the texts (headword frequency), (3) of the times the word and its family members appear in the texts (family frequency), (4) for each of the texts in which the word is used (frequency). The software can also compare or profile the lexical coverage of the texts against certain vocabulary lists, provide the percentage of the lexical coverage by the lists, and/or detect the similarities and differences of vocabulary use across several writings. Please refer to the instructional manual of the software RANGE for further use.

Results and Discussion

This section provides a profile of the tokens, types, and word family as well as the type/token relationship across the corpora. Tokens are the number of running words in a text, while types are the number of different words.

Lexical Profile in Iranian Sub-corpus

There are totally 151,109 tokens, or words, in Iranian sub-corpus (Table 3). The first 1,000 most frequent words account for 66.06% of the words in the data whereas, the second level provides coverage of 6.77% of the tokens. However, AWL word forms account for 15.19% of the entire Iranian sub-corpus. The first two levels of most frequent words together cover 72.83% of the tokens in Iranian data (Table 3). Adding the percentage (15.19%) of the AWL, the coverage will amount to 88.02% of the tokens. Finally, words not found in either of the lists above make up 11.98% of the tokens in the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word list</th>
<th>Tokens/%</th>
<th>Types/%</th>
<th>Families</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>99828/66.06</td>
<td>1950/26.14</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>10234/6.77</td>
<td>706/9.46</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>22947/15.19</td>
<td>1352/18.12</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in the lists</td>
<td>18100/11.98</td>
<td>3452/46.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>151109</td>
<td>7460</td>
<td>1693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third column on ‘types’ shows another aspect of the data; the first level gives 1,950 (26.14%) words to Iranian sub-corpus. However, the second level gives only 706 types of words (9.46%), approximately half the number of the AWL level with 1,352 word types, that cover 18.12% of the data. The 3,452 word types of level four, not found in the list, account for the highest coverage (46.27%) of the total types existing in Iranian sub-corpus.
As Table 3 shows, there are totally 1,693 word families in Iranian sub-corpus as the software RANGE does not give the number of word families in ‘Not in the lists’ level. Out of this number, 817 (48.26%) word families belong to the first level whereas only 374 (22.09%) word families in the second have been depicted in our profile. According to Table 3, 502 (29.65%) of the 570 word families in the AWL have been used in Iranian sub-corpus of PAC.

Lexical Profile in Anglo-American Sub-corpus

There are 154,017 tokens in the Anglo-American sub-corpus (Table 4). The first two levels together produce 66.08% and 5.69% of the lexical coverage for the data, respectively. In other words, the two lists combined give coverage to 71.77%. However, the AWL words in the third level cover 16.66% of the Anglo-American sub-corpus of the entire PAC. The fourth level ‘Not in the lists’ account for the remaining percentage of 11.57% words.

Table 4
Lexical frequency profile in Anglo-American sub-corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word list</th>
<th>Tokens/%</th>
<th>Types/%</th>
<th>Families</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>101780/66.08</td>
<td>2240/22.19</td>
<td>841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>8759/5.69</td>
<td>977/9.68</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>25663/16.66</td>
<td>1639/16.24</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in the lists</td>
<td>17815/11.57</td>
<td>5238/51.89</td>
<td>?????</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>154017</td>
<td>10094</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third column on the percentage of word ‘types’ reveals another aspect of the profile of the words running in the Anglo-American sub-corpus. There are 10,094 word types in this section, with the first level including only 2,240 (22.19%) word types and the second level having the least number of word types, 977 (9.68%). However, the 1,639 AWL word types make up 16.24% of the total percentage of the word types existing in the data. The highest percentage of the word types in the Anglo-American sub-corpus, i.e. 51.89%, goes to the word types that are not found in either of the lists above (Table 4).

There are 1,829 word families in the general list of the most frequent vocabulary and the AWL word families, used in the Anglo-American data collected (Table 4). Out of this figure, the first and second levels comprise about 45.98% and 25.21%, respectively, whereas the AWL word families include about 28.81% of the word families.

Given the percentages above, the academic words in our corpus cover a considerable proportion of texts. Though higher in coverage, our finding corresponds with the noticeable coverages reported in Chen and Ge (2007), Wang et al. (2008), Li and Qian (2010), and Vongpumivitch et al. (2009). Our findings are also in line with the coverage reported by Hyland and Tse (2007) and Martínez et al. (2009) though they had different perspectives in lexical profiling and are more concerned with criticizing the AWL (Coxhead, 2000).

Comparison of the Two Profiles

Comparing the two sub-corpora (i.e., Iranian versus Anglo-American) of PAC reveals yet another aspect of the profile of the data (Table 5). Apparently, almost the same percentage of the tokens and word families of the first level occurred in both Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora, but not the same percentage of word types of that level existed in the two sub-corpora of PAC corpus.
This point raises the interesting observation that it seems as though the writers in Anglo-American journals used nearly the same number of families as the Iranians, but had utilized more word types in their writings. Thus, for example, the Iranians only had used ‘process’ and ‘proceed’, while the Anglo-American journal writers had produced ‘processual’ and ‘procedure’ as well. In terms of coverage, 1,950 (26.14%) of the types in Iranian sub-corpus gave 3.95% more coverage than the 2,240 (22.19%) ones in Anglo-American sub-corpus. It means that there was more variation of word use among the authors in Anglo-American journals; Iranian writers comparably used fewer words of the first level than the researchers publishing in Anglo-American journals. As to the second level, Iranian writers had used more tokens, but fewer word types and word families than the latter group of authors. We can infer that using fewer tokens, but more word types and word families, points to the richer lexicon and higher vocabulary proficiency of the writer and his or her competence in using the words.

Table 5
Comparing word frequency profiles across Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word list</th>
<th>Sub-corpus of PAC</th>
<th>Tokens/%</th>
<th>Types/%</th>
<th>Families</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>99828/66.06</td>
<td>1950/26.14</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anglo-American</td>
<td>101780/66.08</td>
<td>2240/22.19</td>
<td>841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>10234/6.77</td>
<td>706/9.46</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anglo-American</td>
<td>8759/5.69</td>
<td>977/9.68</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>22947/15.19</td>
<td>1352/18.12</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anglo-American</td>
<td>25663/16.66</td>
<td>1639/16.24</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in the list</td>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>18100/11.98</td>
<td>3452/46.27</td>
<td>????</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anglo-American</td>
<td>17815/11.57</td>
<td>5238/51.89</td>
<td>????</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>151109</td>
<td>7460</td>
<td>1693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anglo-American</td>
<td>154017</td>
<td>10094</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora of the data in terms of the AWL words (i.e. level three) apparently shows more variation on the part of the latter for the researchers in Anglo-American journals with respect to the tokens, types, and families in using academic vocabulary. In other words, not only do the authors in Anglo-American journals have richer lexicon (i.e. a strong vocabulary repertoire with variety in word use and knowledge of all word family members), but they are more adept and skillful in using academic vocabulary due to their significance in structuring the conventions, arguments, and elements of research. In spite of the variation, both groups of the authors have used a high percentage of the 570 academic words, with Iranian authors using 502 (88.07%) of the AWL words and the authors in Anglo-American journals using 527 (92.46%) of the words (Table 5). Thus, our finding provides stronger evidence than even Mudraya (2006), and Chen and Ge (2007) for the usefulness of the AWL.

The words ‘Not in the lists’ above are nearly similar with respect to the percentage of the coverage of the tokens in Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora (18,100/11.98% versus 17,815/11.57%, respectively), with 285 more tokens existing and a negligible 0.41% further coverage in Iranian data. However, word types used at this level by the authors in Anglo-American journals are more numerous and various in comparison to the word types used by Iranian authors. According to Table 5, the authors in Anglo-American journals have used 1,786 more word types than the Iranians (Iranian authors = 3,452/46.27% vs. the authors in Anglo-American journals = 5,238/51.89%). The results support the suggestion by Hancioglu (2009) that non-natives have to learn more words, especially academic words, to perform more fluently and accurately as native speakers of English do in academic world, especially on writing.

Table 6 comparatively displays the first 20 words in the first and second most frequent levels as well as academic words across the two sub-corpora of PAC. The table shows a great deal of
similarity in the use of the word types across Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora for both levels, despite the rankings of the word types. For instance, the word type ‘study’ of the first level has been used in both Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora of the data but the ranking of the word is different.

Table 6
Comparison of the first 20 word types in the first and second levels across Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora of PAC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types found in base list one</th>
<th>Types found in base list two</th>
<th>Types found in base list three (AWL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iranian data</strong></td>
<td><strong>Anglo-American data</strong></td>
<td><strong>Iranian data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
<td><strong>Range</strong></td>
<td><strong>Freq.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further investigation is needed to determine the degree of similarity and difference between the two sub-corpora in terms of what functions academic words perform, which words they collocate or go with, and so on. There might be reasons for the different rankings of different academic words in the two sub-corpora. However, it is beyond this paper. Readers at this point can refer to the appendix to see the similarities and differences of the occurrence of academic words in the two sub-corpora (See the Appendix). Another topic for further study can be concerned with considering other abstracts from other Asian regions. This piece of further research would allow the future researchers to compare their findings with the patterns observed in Anglo-American and Iranian sub-corpora under study.

To sum up, the comparison above indicates that Iranian abstracts under study seem to contain more frequent vocabulary whereas the word types compared suggest that a higher number and variety of different words are used in Anglo-American abstracts. This suggests that Iranian psychology researchers have not obtained a rich vocabulary repertoire in comparison to the authors in Anglo-American journals in the field whose works collectively contributed to our Anglo-American sub-corpus of the data. It might point out that Iranian authors, whose works were selected for the study, are less proficient in using different word types and members of the same word family, the more we move toward the less frequent word levels. Note that our generalization only applies to similar samples under investigation in the field of psychology, but not other fields/disciplines.

Thus, this investigation produces evidence, suggesting that a general list of academic words is limited, but instead gives a good return for learning if we take into adequate and economical account the coverage they provide (8–12%, based on the corpus-based studies cited above, and over 15% of the running words in our study). This argument and emphasis on the general aspect of the list is against the position taken by Hyland and Tse (2007) and Martínez et al. (2009) who recommend a discipline-specific list of academic words. Note that it is more economical for an EAP learner to attempt learning a limited number of academic words that are encountered in many disciplines than a list of the academic words more commonly used in a specific discipline.

With regard to the point above, there is implication for both reading and writing; Considering the verification of the coverage by Chen and Ge (2007), Li and Qian (2010), Vongpumivitch et al (2009), and other studies surveyed, academic vocabulary comprises between 8–12 percent of the tokens in any text. Note also that the results from our own small-scale study were even considerably higher. Thus, language learners will practically be better off in reading many, if not all, texts of their related fields through only learning a limited number of words within a short time. At the same time, as Hirsh (2010) illustrates, these very words will serve as effective signposts for EFL learners to organize their concepts efficiently in writing for academic purposes. The list of academic words will actually develop cohesion and coherence within the texts the learners write for their academic purposes. That is, academic words will help develop linkage between sentences and content elements both at intra- and inter-sentence level as well as between paragraphs. Consequently, in reading and writing scholarly papers, the academics in different departments in EAP contexts might benefit from a general list of academic vocabulary, compiled from a very representative corpus across the respective fields and disciplines, including psychology.

In addition, the most frequently- and immediately-consulted sections of a scholarly journal article, especially in an EAP context, are the paper title and the abstract. Logically, the more we are able to detect academic words with a high percentage of coverage in the abstracts, the better we serve the readers and researchers in EAP contexts. In most foreign language contexts, journal articles publishing in languages other than English require an English abstract from the contributors who submit articles to be considered for publication. Given that, providing a list with a high coverage of the running words in journal abstracts is theoretically and pedagogically of utmost importance.
It is, therefore, a favor to EAP learners to provide them with a list containing a well-researched and limited number of academic words, with few shortcomings, if such a list is developed in future. Until then, however, this paper takes sides with adopting a general list of academic vocabulary, mainly the AWL, though it humbly acknowledges the shortcomings that some researchers have raised against it. Yet, consider that the existence of objections or alternative positions that emerge with different objectives and different conceptualizations of vocabulary only adds to the richness of the arguments on vocabulary. That being acknowledged, the present researchers, however, suggest that an efficient list would work better than an ideal one for EAP instructors. The language instructors are under the pressure of many factors, especially economic ones, to design such an efficient list for their own purposes. Furthermore, aside from EAP instructors, the researchers confirm and encourage the use of such a list by the university students at undergraduate and graduate levels, novice student researchers, as well as the researchers with a need to read or publish, especially abstracts in English, either in the journals published in their home countries or in Anglo-American ones.

As shown in the current and previous research, there are pros and cons associated with the AWL. Therefore, we also believe that EAP practitioners can be eclectic in the sense that they can use both discipline-specific and general academic word lists at the same time. It will depend on the disciplinary homogeneity of their students: do they come from one discipline only, from several unrelated disciplines, from several related disciplines, and so on?

All in all, it is of great use to have an academic word list. It might explain why some researchers find value and usefulness in attempting to develop a list of academic vocabulary in languages other than English. An example is Cobb and Horst (2004) who have developed an academic word list in French. The list, however, differs from the AWL (Coxhead, 2000) in that the 2,000 most frequent French words in Cobb and Horst’s list serve both everyday and academic purposes.

Irrespective of whether language instructors use discipline-specific or general academic word lists, we also suggest extensive reading to boost the process of vocabulary instruction as academic vocabulary, according to Krashen (2013), is a late-acquired aspect of language among others. Krashen even states that some aspects of language, including academic vocabulary, “will be acquired if the student gets more comprehensible input. If it is an aspect of academic language, it will be acquired by reading” (p. 28).

Language practitioners, therefore, need to reconsider their practices in instructing English vocabulary. Currently, some volumes (e.g., Gardner, 2013) systematically respond to this need (Akbarian, 2015). Future research will approve the appropriate intensive and extensive activities for that purpose.
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Appendix

Coxhead’s (2000) AWL sub-lists and the 100 most frequently-occurring AWL word forms in each sub-corpus of the PAC

Iranian data:

1. analysis/analyzed, approach, areas, assess/assessed/assessment, concept, consisted/consistency, creativity, data, factor/factors, identity, indicate/indicated, individual/individuals, major, method/methods, percent, period, process, research, role, significant/significantly, structure, theory, variable/variables/variance

2. achievement, aspects, computer, conclusion, conducted, design, evaluate/evaluated/evaluation, normal, obtained, participants, perceived, positive/positively, selected, strategies, survey

3. components, criteria, items, negative/negatively, physical, reliability, sex, validity

4. attitude, communication, dimensions, goal/goals, implications, internal, investigate/investigated, job, predict/predicted, statistical, status, stress

5. academic, adjustment, affect, medical, mental, orientation, psychological, style/styles, version

6. assigned, attachment, gender, index, intelligence, motivation, revealed

7. adult, couples, grade, intervention

8. random/randomly

9.

10. depression
Anglo-American data.

1. analyses/ analysis, approach, assessed, concept, consistent, context, data, evidence, factors, identity, indicate/ indicated, individual/ individuals, process/ processes/ processing, research, response/ responses, role, significant/ significantly, similar, specific/ specifically, theoretical/ theories/ theory

2. achievement, aspects, complex, cultural, features, focus, impact, participants, perceived/ perception/ perceptions, positive/ positively, potential, previous, strategy/ strategies

3. demonstrate/ demonstrated, framework, initial, interaction/ interactions, negative, outcomes, partner, physical, task/ tasks

4. attitudes, contrast, goal/ goals, hypothesis/ hypothesized, implications, investigated, mechanisms, predicted, prior, status

5. academic, affect, awareness, conflict, mental, orientation, perspective, psychological/ psychology, target/ targets, whereas

6. abstract, accuracy, assigned, discrimination, furthermore, gender, motivation, revealed

7. adults, grade, inferences, paradigm,

8. bias, implicit, manipulated

9. mediated, visual

10.

Note: The most frequent family members in AWL (Coxhead, 2000) appear in bold and those shared in both Iranian and Anglo-American sub-corpora of the data are in italics. However, the words in bold and italics have both of the characteristics above.